
Kennedy Docs./Possible Use 

1. Hal’s notes CA-78-1107 FBI Lab politics trump forensic truths 

2. Bill Kelly’s piece on the ONI Records that seem to have 

disappeared. . . Admiral Rufus Taylor was ONI head. . .Terri Pike 

mentioned. . .Tie this in with Pike files when they surface 

. Rosen to Belmont 11/28/’63 62-109060-106 Section 1. Notes 

that Drain at 3:55 A.M. on 11/23 will leave CARSWELL AF base on 

! US Air Force plane & arrive in Washington area at 6:15 A.M. 

Washington time. Shanklin stated Drain “will ensure the 

continuity of the evidence... .” Of course the evidence was not 

ensured... .Drain brought back with him a SS agent. . . (check on 

\ this). But not a Dallas police officer... 3A Hoover note 12:02 

} PLM. 11/26/’63 62-109060-188 Hoover agrees to taking charge of 

~ the evidence in the JFK case. ..Wade in agreement. . . 

. Good quotes by John Adams. . .might use for a chpt. 

. -Morley on Joannides piece. . . 

YG, Janney’s “Mary’s Mosaic, p. 133. . .a deadly stab at the 

incompetence of FBI lab specialists. In this case Stombaugh was 

destroyed... 

7. This record is filed with “Oswald as Sole Suspect.” 

Long piece by Morrow onLBJ as mastermind of the Kennedy 

assassination... 

9. Kelly piece. . ."Kennedy’s Brain Destroyed in Food Processor.” 

Check it out. 

10. SS Howlett. . Supports FBI version of shooting: JFK struck by 

1% and third shots while Connally was hit by the 2™ shot. . . 

Agrees here with bike jockey. . . 

11. Ed Tatro on the Oswald paper bag 

12. Some ideas for Oswald imposter. 

ea



13. Warren’s submission of suggested outline of work for 

Commission. .. submitted 1/.11/’64 Before any witness was 

examined. .. 

14. Bill Kelly piece on Ruby phone records. .. . Noting that 

Oswald was also involved here... .Cites JFK, jr on Charlie Rose 

show this year (2013). . 

15. Some facts about the LFK limo on 11/22/63 

16. Billy Sol Estes lawyer on Estes’ assertion of the names of 

victims of LBJ hit list specialist Mack Wallace. . . 

17.Review of Horn’s points re: JFK head wounds. \ 

18. SAC, Little Rock to All Agents, 105-405-39 Here we see all docs re: 

Ruby’s role in this case were now relegated to Civil Rights aspects of the 

case. 

19. Hal’s evisceration of Liebler. 

20. Jackie Kennedy’s letter to Douglas Dillon, RG 541, Box 40, file ?, 

NARA... .He appreciation of the SS..... (she had no suspicions) 

21. Cogent argument: The Mob Did It. All egregious nonsense. . .See list 

that refutes this old argument. 

22. See DiEugenio on Bugliosi project p. 27 Interview w/ Wm. Walter 

23. Pix of Minox Camera


